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Preface 

SPOTT mission members Kees Kempenaar and Els de With express their sincere gratitude to Taruwas 

manager Mr. John Nshunju, to Chamavita Project Manager Mr. Hande Mwanjela, to Chamavita Office 

Manager Mr. Fortunatus Kisoka, and to Chamavita President Mr. Robert Kakunya for all their efforts 

and arrangements to make this mission possible.  We sincerely appreciate all the time that you have 

dedicated. We also want to thank Chamavita support staff Mrs. Maimuna Kuziwa and drivers Mr. 

Paulo and Mr. Idi for their contributions. 

Thank you all for the cooperation, the warm welcome and the pleasant company during those two 

weeks. 

1st of November 2017.  

Kees Kempenaar  and  Els de With 
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Conclusions  

1.   Taruwas has failed to take off as the strong professional water service trust that we envisaged at 

the start in 2013. Only 2 out of the 5 initial founder members are active in the Board. Since these are 

the 2 smallest projects (Milemeleni and Mazinde Ngua) as compared to the 3 who are not 

participating (Kwemakame-Kwai, Lukozi and Rangwi) the financial basis for the Trust is at present 

insufficient. In this form it cannot fulfil its mission to be a meaningful actor representing a substantial 

part of COWSOs in the area.  

2.   The main reason for the 3 founder members’ non-participation, and also for the reluctance of 

COWSOs in newer projects to join, lies in mistrust about Taruwas’ intentions. There is a general 

assumption that Taruwas seeks employment for themselves and wants to get the money that 

COWSOs raise from water payments. The strong emphasis on the need to pay a high initial 

contribution has had an adverse effect in this atmosphere. We have to admit that this has been a 

wrong start. 

3.   At the level of COWSOs and water users there is a general lack of knowledge and understanding 

about the aims and intended working methods of Taruwas. It is not clear what Taruwas could bring 

them, and what would be the use or advantages of being a member. This is caused by reluctance of 

Taruwas and Chamavita (in the newly constructed projects) to promote Taruwas too strongly or too 

openly. It was assumed that this would increase the already existing mistrust. 

4.   In these given circumstances however, the positive contribution that Taruwas has made to the 

functioning of Mazinde and Milemeleni COWSOs is obvious. The Taruwas manager has invested a lot 

of time and dedication to guide the respective COWSO boards in organizing a sound and transparent 

water payment structure, setting goals to increase the percentage of paying water users, and making 

workplans to start necessary repairs. This support to them has substantially increased these 

COWSOs’  effectiveness and self-confidence. 

5.   Performance by the non-participating COWSOs is very disappointing in Rangwi (due to the 

persisting local conflicts in which no progress has been made), but surprisingly positive in 

Kwemakame-Kwai and Lukozi. Using a very strict procedure Kwemakame-Kwai has reportedly 

reached an 80% coverage of water payment (also formerly refusing Kwai hamlets are paying now), 

fundis are paid and the rainwater infiltration area is cleaned regularly. The newly chosen COWSO in 

Lukozi has organized an amazing progress in operation and maintenance. Without help from outside 

(Taruwas or District) they have listed all private connections and made them pay a monthly 

contribution. From this income they have cleaned the Kibohero intake, have repaired tanks and 

support pillars. The available water quantity has increased to the point that even far away DPs get 

water now. Which makes it possible to start up a payment system for DP users during the coming 

months. 

The attitude of Lukozi and Kwemakame-Kwai COWSOs towards Taruwas is now a practical one: let 

the Taruwas manager come and tell what he has to offer us, what kind of work we could assign to 

them and how much that would cost. They are not prepared to pay a high amount of initial 

contribution. But they do see the importance of exchanging experiences and having a representative 

entity for COWSOs that Taruwas could become. 
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6.   The attitude towards Taruwas in the recently constructed projects in Kireti and Maringo Juu B&C, 

is generally positive. They seem prepared to participate also in the Taruwas Board. Here an active 

and positive approach from the Taruwas manager (explanation in village meetings, and seminar to 

the new COWSOs) can offer perspectives of strengthening Taruwas. In Kinko the atmosphere and 

pace of construction is very promising. Here the VWC (yet to be elected) should be familiarized with 

Taruwas by the Chamavita project manager during the time of construction. 

7.   The position of Chamavita as a Water Supply organisation in the area is strong and positive. The 

stable performance over the years has generated trust and confidence in Chamavita, at village as 

well as at District level. Chamavita is valued as a reliable organisation that delivers good quality 

construction. The mission was impressed to see the dedication and professional drive of Chamavita 

employees. The mission values the results of the good working relations that Chamavita has 

established at all levels, also internally within its own organisation. 

 

Recommendations 

Given the disappointing results of Taruwas so far, the lack of sufficient contributions from COWSOs 

to Taruwas’ finances at the one hand, and the promising signs for possible progress at the other the 

mission proposes the following . These recommendations were agreed upon after consultation with 

Taruwas Board, and the Taruwas and Chamavita management.,: 

1.   For the time being forget the idea of a strong, all COWSOs including water service trust that is 

entrusted with overall responsibility for O&M, having its own employed fundis, vehicles, stock of 

spare parts, etc.  

2.   Instead, give Taruwas the opportunity to develop into a small service organisation that can care 

for various types of support on demand of its members. They pay for what they order and get, for 

example: professional advice, spare parts, explanation at a meeting, seminar for a COWSO Board. 

The bill to member COWSOs may include working time (salary), transport costs (fuel), making a 

design or BoQ, etc. This Taruwas organisation itself has only a small overhead cost (office, basic 

salary for manager) that has to be paid by member COWSOs.  

3.   Allow one extra year (2018) for realizing this set-up, in a joint financing by SPOTT and COWSOs, as 

follows: for the first half year SPOTT will finance the activities of Taruwas’ functioning. From 01-07-

2018 onwards SPOTT’s contribution will gradually decrease as COWSOs take over increasing 

responsibility to finance Taruwas’ activities. From 31-12-2018 on SPOTT contribution will be 0 %. 

4.   Ask Taruwas manager to prepare the budget for the 1st. Quarter 2018, clearly distinguishing 

between Taruwas overhead (later meant to be paid by COWSO members from their yearly 

membership fees and/or monthly contributions) and cost for services on demand (later meant to be 

paid by individual  COWSOs). 

5.   Advise Taruwas manager to use the first quarter of 2018 for intensified support to Mazinde and 

Milemeleni to reach the desired 80-100% water users that pay, so they can build up a good financial 
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reserve at their account which enables them to start paying for Taruwas services from 01-07-2018 

onwards. 

6.   Advise Taruwas manager to use the first quarter of 2018 for actively approaching  the COWSOs of 

Kireti and Maringo Juu B&C, so as to give them the required stimulation and information for joining 

Taruwas. 

7.   Advise Taruwas manager to use the first quarter of 2018 for renewed contacts with the COWSOs 

of Kwemakame-Kwai and Lukozi in order to assess their needs and willingness for cooperation with 

Taruwas. 

8.   Ask SPOTT Board to finance Taruwas deficit to action plan budget 4th. Quarter 2017, as requested 

by Taruwas manager in his July-Sept. 3rd. Qt. report 2017 being Tshs. 1,472,198.86 (= about €550,-) 

9.   Ask SPOTT Board to revise the judgment tool leaving out the criteria that are not applicable any 

more to the new set-up of Taruwas. Ask Taruwas manager to continue presenting his estimation of 

percentages in this revised judgment tool every 3 months, including all COWSOs that he has 

information from, so as to give us all a picture as complete as possible about the developments in 

COWSOs’ performance. 

10.  Ask SPOTT Board to prepare for financing of Kinko B (2018) and C (2019) on the condition that 

O&M in Kinko A looks satisfactorily promising during the first half of 2018 (completion in July 2018). 

11. Advise Taruwas and Chamavita (in cooperation with the DWE) to look for ways to make it 

possible for temporary water committees (functioning during construction) and for not yet officially 

registered COWSOs ( functioning right after completion) to start right away with collection of water 

payments. It is observed that during the time required for official election and registration of COWSO 

water is not paid for, because the temporary COWSO cannot open a bank account.  The longer users 

can tap water for free, the more difficult it gets to install an effective and accepted payment system 

later.  

                       
                                                                              Listening to explanation from Mr. Mwanjela about rainwater harvesting in Maringo Juu.                                                                                                                          
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 Mission Day report  (16/10 up to 27/10/17) 

 
Introduction 

The two SPOTT Board members doing this mission are: 

 Mrs Els de With 

 Mr Kees Kempenaar. 

The mission is based on the terms of reference proposed by SPOTT, and agreed by Chamavita and 

TARUWAS. The main objective is to observe and evaluate the functioning of TARUWAS.  

Important points for this evaluation: 

1. The number of COWSOs from the project areas which cooperate well  with TARUWAS 

2. The percentage of water consumers who pay the agreed water price, that means under each 

COWSO 

3. The willingness of each COWSO to be supported by TARUWAS 

4. The willingness of each COWSO to pay TARUWAS for all advises and other works 

 

1. Visits to the local Authorities (16 and 17-10-17). 

Before we started the visits and contacts with the projects and COWSOs we visited the following 

authorities: 

a. The Immigration Office Lushoto  (16-10-17) 

The Mission of 2016 had some difficulties with the immigration office in Lushoto town. 

The work we do with Chamavita and TARUWAS is considered as business, so we (SPOTT)  

have to buy a business visa. This time we did this directly. The aim of our visit to this 

office is to prevent that immigration employees follow us. They know directly we have 

the business visa. 

b. The District Executive Director of Lushoto (16-10-17) 

As being the first civil servant of the district it is important to inform him. And we 

succeeded and had a little exchange of views on the difficulties of O&M. 

c. District Water Engineer of Lushoto (16-10-17) 

We noticed that his cooperation with Chamavita is more intensive and improved. There  

is confidence and respect.    

d. The District Executive Director of Korogwe (17-10-17) 

Although TARUWAS had some difficulties in the past to get permission to work in 

Mazinde Ngua (after the flood), during this visit we did not notice any difficulty anymore. 

He said: do your work in cooperation with the DWE and in case you get difficulties 

contact me. 

e. District Water Engineer of Korogwe(17-10-17).  

We noticed that the cooperation with Chamavita is good. There is confidence and 

respect. 

 

The respective District leaders that we visited show a generally positive attitude towards 

Taruwas. However the functioning of Taruwas and the overall state of O&M in the 

villages was discussed with them only globally and briefly.  
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2. Milemileni (16/10/17) 

 

We visited this project on Monday afternoon. We did not visit the project site. The COWSO 

showed their small COWSO office of which they are proud. In the office we noticed the following: 

 A work planning sheet for the coming quarter 

 A list of COWSO members to be present in the office at agreed days and hours 

 A list of phone numbers in case of supply difficulties 

After that we visited the 1st demonstration Calabash tank for roof rainwater catchment,  which is 

built on the yard of Antoni Kabelwa in Milemileni. Then we went directly to the meeting location. 

The meeting was leaded by the COWSO of Milemileni.  Next to it the Mayor of Magozoni and the 

CCM party secretary of the project area were present. The work intensity of the COWSO is 

improved. Although one still comes with support requests to external donors. That might be 

caused by easiness, may also be lack of self confidence, lack of experience in the possibility to 

self financing of necessary big repairs and/changes in the project. Simply said there is no 

tradition in complete independence. Conclusion: this  COWSO has definitely capacities! The two 

requests made by the COWSO: 

 To replace a 2 inch pipe to a 4 inch pipe, the pipe coming from the source 

 To increase the water store capacity in Kipembe 

 

Proposal about the two requests the COWSO made: 

 First step should be an investigation if changes are really necessary 

 Second step based on 1st dot, the decision 

 In case it is necessary the budget estimation should be done 

 The planning when the COWSO can finance it 

 When the money is there the work can be started. 

 Etc. 

 

There is the installation of water meters. The COWSO has the opinion that everybody with yard 

connection needs a meter. So one should decide how many water meter installations one can 

finance/month within the overall finance planning. Also one should think and decide about  how 

much the involved water user should contribute in cash to the installation of the water meter. 

 

In the past the relation between different project parts was not very good, the parts belonging to 

Lushoto town (Magozoni and Kipembe) as opposed to the original Milemileni parts. That is improved. 

 

The water revenue collection is now almost 50%. In the meeting we agreed that on 01/01/2018 it 

should be 80%, after that in 6 months it should be 100%. 

 

It is noticed that the COWSO has confidence in and respect to TARUWAS,  John Nshunju. 
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3. Mazinde – Ngua (17-10-17) 

 

First we went to the intake to observe the consequences of the flood in April 2017. The concrete 

construction as such is still in good condition. This construction needs minor repairs but the 

damage is not very big.  The big damage are the washed away pipes. The outlet pipes and the 

wash outs were taken by the force of the water stream. The mayor repairs needed are: 

 Before the flood the intake depth behind the wall was 7m depth and it had a good water 

store capacity. Now the total store capacity is zero, it is completely full with sand, stones 

and very big stones. It is the task of the COWSO to get this cleaned by village voluntary 

work. That is difficult. It would have been better to have enough money on the COWSO 

account and to pay the workers. The man high stones have to be heated and hammered 

to get them smaller so one can move them. All the sand has to be dug out with hand 

shovels; the quantity of sand is at least 20m3 .  

 About ten pipes of 3 inch need to be replaced because they are moved by the flood 

stream.  From which about 5 can´t be reused because they are bended too much by the 

flood force. About 5 years ago there were spare ductile iron pipes on the catholic mission 

area. Probably these pipes can now be used. 

  

Mazinde COWSO and meeting 

 

The meeting started in time. The chairmen (COWSO) leaded the meeting in a good way. The 

local cash contribution for the flood repairs has been collected and is present on their bank 

account.  The water revenue collection is going well in 3 of the 5 hamlets. In the 2 hamlets 

Ngerema and Changerema one is of the opinion that the project is donated by Fr. Morris 

(Catholic Mission) in 1993 and other people have no right to ask money from it. That is 

probably caused by a traditional mistrust from one hamlet to a neighbouring  hamlet.  It can 

also be just used as an argument to make opposition to the village government/COWSO. The 

two refusing hamlets are really separately  located from the centre of Mazinde Ngua. The 

village chairman is not a very strong leader, so the COWSO has very little help/support from 

that side. The village secretary in charge (Mtendaji) said that the village government should 

use more power to support the COWSO.  The COWSO knows the number of water consumers 

in the 3 hamlets, knows how much should be paid per month, etc. The 1st necessity is now to 

solve the controverse in the village, and to enhance the understanding in the 2 hamlets 

about: why is it good when we pay, and which good consequences it has. 

 

The water revenue collection is now on the level  of  45%. Directly after an agreement with 

the two hamlet leaders it can increase a lot, even may be up to 80%. 

 

The Ward representative, Diwani, promised to help the COWSO in the water revenue 

collection. 

 

The COWSO and village government are disappointed that the national and district 

governments have no emergency funds to help in cases such like the flood of April ´17. The 

good thing in this is that they realize they really have to organise themselves. 
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4. Kireti (18-10-17) 

In the morning we visited the project site, in the afternoon we had the meeting. 

 

i)  Site visit. 

Unfortunate we could not visit the source (Lolero) because the COWSO did not organise a 

permission to enter the protected forest area.  So we have seen: 

 The big reservoir with the view on the primary school. There Mwanjela explained the 

gravity system and all its main branches.  

 The small intake at Kwematambwe, where the water quantity was  worrying low (small)!  

Is there a possibility to increase the water quantity? The intake was protected by barbed 

wire, so the cows can´t enter, we think that is a good measure. 

 Two different DP´s in good condition. All with clear explanations on opening hours and 

water price. Also a phone number whom to contact in case of difficulties. 

 All churches and mosques have one tap. At the mosque in the centre of Kigumbe (one of 

the three villages in the Kireti water supply system) the tap is very badly managed.  In 

principle this tap is to be used before the prayer starts, i.e. one can wash face, hands and 

feet according to Islam rules. After that it should be locked. It was never meant for 

general domestic use! The normal public taps have opening hours and closing, because 

then they need less maintenance, water quantity (and thus pressure) has time to store in 

the tanks, and fetching water by users  is under better control of a caretaker. Now this 

Mosque tap is used as a `free` DP, one can do what one wants, etc. During our visit  this 

Mosque tap was broken, one leaves it open, the water is running whilst the intake has 

very little water. So it should have a lock also and opening hours corresponding with the 

prayer times. And the Mosque has to organise a committee responsible for this tap.  

 

ii)  Meeting: 

The meeting we had in the village office of Kireti. The project itself is in different hamlets of 

three different villages:  i) Kireti, ii) Nkundei, iii) Kigumbe. In the start of the construction a 

temporary water board was chosen from the different involved hamlets.   

 

The actual COWSO: 

It is officially elected on 17/10/2017, it has 8 members, from which 4 were functioning in the 

interim COWSO and 4 are new. The meeting we had was meant to be under the 

responsibility of this new COWSO. But it was not. It was leaded by two Mayors (Nkundei and 

Kigumbe).  From the water users we got the following: 

 The DP´s that are bordering on areas where there is no clean water, get customers 

from outside the project area. What is going to be the policy towards these guest 

customers: 

o We supply them with water, and tell them to pay? 

o We refuse them and they get no water. 

o In case a car comes and they want to have 20 buckets, do we agree? (from 

experience on the borders of the project in Kwemakame and Lukozi) 

 Some DP´s have a lot of waiting `buckets` in a row. The time, officially agreed as 

opening hours, is too short. Is it acceptable to have these DPs one hour longer open? 
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 In one area during the rationing period of the water, the pipe bursted a few times. It 

could be caused by the `water hammer` effect which is there when there is air in the 

pipe that can´t escape and the main valve is opened too fast. So open the tap very 

slowly! 

 The problem of the Mosque water point is already discussed in the 1st paragraph of 

Site Visit. It should get attention! 

 The  women present were not easy to speak out their opinion. Only the COWSO secretary she 

did. 

 

 iii)  Advises:  

 It is sad to notice, but already the water quantity in the long dry period (Kiangazi) is 

small. So the COWSO should think over possibilities to add water to keep the system well 

running. One possibility could be to use the very big rocks in the project area (Mwamba) 

for rainwater catchment as is done in Kwai (Dindira) and Maringo Juu.  One location of 

very big rocks is present in Kireti project area. Maybe there are more. 

 The water revenue collection should be improved as fast as possible. 

 

Observation towards the interim COWSO, the one functioning before the chosen new one, 

during project construction and transition time to the chosen COWSO: 

 Chamavita and TARUWAS should find a solution on the restrictions on the interim 

COWSO. One problem is that the interim COWSO can’t open a bank account. So the 

water revenue collection stopped half way the construction period.  This a missed 

chance and people are now too much accustomed to get water for free. 

 

Observation towards COWSO 

 Why the new COWSO did not lead the meeting? 

 The new chairman has a certain shyness in meetings; is he really able to execute a 

strong and clear policy to keep the water system in a good condition? 

 The treasurer shows a strong behaviour. 

 According to what we heard many people think that the COWSO chairman is very 

much able.  

 

 

5.  Maringo Juu B & C. (19-10-17) 

 

i)  Project Site. 

From the source site up to the lower DP´s we visited it. The source has three divisions being 

joined at the end of the water collection system: i) the water of the original source caught by the 

new dam, ii) the rainwater caught in a trench leading the water to a newly constructed 

infiltration pit; from this pit it comes into the original source and from there behind the dam, iii) 

in case of intensive rains ii) has an overflow; this overflow is also kept in a trench which brings 

the water behind the dam.  

 We visited the rest of the small gravity system, and saw that everything is made in good order 

and quality. 
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ii) COWSO meeting, 

Although the project has been finished just recently, the interim COWSO is changed to the 

permanent one. The chairman makes a very good impression for leadership; the same counts for 

the secretary. Many people participated in the meeting, also many women. Several women were 

not afraid to speak out their opinion (different from Kireti). We think that this COWSO has future. 

 

 
                                                                                                                   At the intake dam of Maringo Juu B & C. 

 

 

6.   Kinko A the new project under construction in ´17-´18. (20-10-17) 

 

Project site visit: 

The project construction started on the 1st of June 2017. The late start is caused by the delay in 

getting permission to enter the original forest, and the delay in finishing Maringo Juu. Under 

construction now: i) the big store reservoir of 45 m3, two BPT´s, 5 DP´s and some pipe laying. 

During this visit we got explanations from Mwanjela: 

 Kinko A is mostly situated in the village of Kigumbe (neighbour of Kireti), and at the 

other side of the hill Kigumbe is part of Kireti water supply. 

 The permission of the forest authorities is agreed and the Mtendaji (Municipial 

Secretary) got the official paper. This permission concerns two sources in the protected 

original forest, situated above the project areas. 

 The total Kinko project consists of 3 parts, Kinko A, B and C. Each one costing approx. 

40,000 up to 45,000 Euro´s. Kinko is bordering to the project area of Kireti and Lukozi 

(Ndabwa and Mnadani).  

The gravity system is planned to be constructed in the coming three years, 2017 - 2019 .                             

The village meeting: 

The number of village people coming to this meeting was impressingly high. The school 

classroom was fully packed, tens of people had no place to sit, but nevertheless stayed for 

the entire meeting . The women came with a big group. 
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The points discussed were: 

 The necessity to get an interim COWSO as soon as possible. Uptill so far the 

construction works started in direct cooperation with the village governments only. 

 The permission of the forest authorities to enter their area for the water source 

constructions had been received just recently. 

 The voluntary work to be done. Up to now the participation for this work is good. 

That is the digging of trenches and carrying cement bags to the site of the tank under 

construction. The carrying of the cement bags into the forest is explained and asked 

to do with the same strength. For the construction of the intake a workers camp will 

be built. 

 SPOTT representatives stressed on direct start of water payment. We know that this 

is difficult within NAWAPO law (a temporary not officially registered COWSO cannot 

open a bank account), but it is important that the water users get accustomed to 

payment right from the start. So from the very moment that the DP opens to supply 

water one should pay the agreed price. Motto: pay from the first bucket onwards!  

 

 The Mtendaji also explained the status of Kinko D and E, and the situation is: 

                      O    Kinko D and E can be supplied from a different source in their own area 

o For  all preparation and design work every family (Kaya) has paid 5,000 Tshs. 

o The request for a permission to enter the forest has been put forward. 

o The land survey will be done in 6 weeks. 

o This Kinko D and E are village areas partly in/bordering to Kinko and partly in 

Lukozi (Ndabwa). 

 

It was made clear that at this stage no commitment for eventual financing 

can be made by SPOTT 

 

  
                                                                                                                                The tank in construction by Mr. John Ndeme and  his assistants 
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7.    TARUWAS Board meeting. (21-10-17) 

Present:  

Mwenyekiti who lives in  Goka part of Rangwi, but is not a COWSO member of Rangwi project, 

Mr. Selungato. 

Representative of Mazinde Ngua, Mr. Valerius Funto 

Representative of Milemileni, Mrs. Salome .... 

Representative of Chamavita Mr. Kakunya 

Interim Taruwas Manager Mr. John Nshunju 

Representative of SPOTT, Ms. Els de With 

Representative of SPOTT, Mr. Kees Kempenaar.  

 

The subjects discussed: 

 The actual COWSO positions 

 The actual TARUWAS position 

 The time frame on which TARUWAS can function without donor support. 

   

 

      The actual Milemileni COWSO position: 

 There is a new COWSO board chosen. This new board organised a COWSO office.  

 The participation in water payment is around 50% 

 Still the income is too low to pay TARUWAS for the delivered services. 

 The water users from Kipembe try to bypass  the water payment by suggesting they  

use no Milemileni water, but water from Lushoto town supply.  

  
                                                                                                                                  

 

        The actual Mazinde Ngua COWSO position: 

 The contribution towards the rehabilitation works is collected 

 The voluntary works for the cleaning of the intake has started. But still quite a lot 

of work remains to be done. 

 The problem of two hamlets that do not like to pay for the water. How can this 

be solved? 

 

 

         TARUWAS position: 

 After the payment period of receiving entree fees from three COWSO´s 

TARUWAS did not receive any money from any COWSO. The total existing 

period of TARUWAS uptill to date is almost 3 years. 

 The actual active COWSO´s are small, their income is also small. So for these 

two it is not easy to pay so much that TARUWAS  can continue well. 

           

 A time framework for TARUWAS from which moment it should function without donor support: 

The agreement with TARUWAS board is the following: 
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 Up to 01-07-18, the mission will propose to SPOTT board  that TARUWAS  will be 

supported for 100% 

 Up to 01-10-2018, for 50% 

 Up to 01-01-2019 for 25 % 

 After 01-01-2019, TARUWAS will not be sponsored anymore, which means that it has 

to be completely financed by member COWSO’s 

 

 
                                                                                                                                 The TARUWAS Board and the SPOTT Mission 

 

 

8.  Chamavita board meeting (21-10-17): 

 

In this meeting were present: 

 Kakunya, Chamavita Chairman 

 Mwanjela, Chamavita Secretary and Project manager 

 Kisoka, Chamavita office manager 

 John Nshunju, Taruwas manager 

 Mama Kuziwa, Chamavita office clerk 

 Els and Kees, Chamavita and SPOTT members 

 

The subjects we discussed were: 

o   The role of the COWSO within the O&M 

o   The reason why the three COWSO´s Rangwi, Lukozi and Kwai/Kwemakame do not 

participate/cooperate anymore within the TARUWAS board/structure 

o   The time frame to fase out the external financial support to TARUWAS 

i)   The new organisational set-up of TARUWAS 
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ii) The role of the COWSO within the O&M 

In the discussion it became clear that in the actual legal circumstances that offer `no 

other possibility´ the COWSO is accepted and Chamavita plus TARUWAS make the best 

out of it. We share the opinion that on the long run it is not a real good structure which 

can function properly. 

iii) The reason why the three COWSO´s: Rangwi, Lukozi and Kwai-Kwemakame do not 

participate/cooperate anymore within the TARUWAS board/structure 

Probably the request for the initial COWSO contribution made them reluctant to 

cooperate in TARUWAS. Remarks as:  

 why such big amounts without any visible work from TARUWAS side. 

 Why we have to pay so much more than others. 

 Mistrust created about Taruwas intentions (looking for jobs for themselves, 

taking away our money). 

 We can do it ourselves, we do not need Taruwas. 

 

iv) The time frame to fase out the external financial support to TARUWAS 

The planning of this time frame was discussed and agreed in the morning meeting of the 

TARUWAS board and it is explained to the Chamavita board. One agrees with this 

planning. 

 

The new set - up of TARUWAS 

Given the experiences as described under ii), it seems to be the best that the overall 

structure of TARUWAS remains really small, as small as possible. TARUWAS should have 

no fixed staff, and should react only on request. So having no technicians on contract, 

and not being involved in the water revenue collection. A background supporting role on 

no cure no payment base. It might be that in a later phase the COWSOs do request more, 

or a bigger role seems to be viable. Then it can be considered to adapt again to changing 

circumstances or new developments. 

 

 

9.   Rangwi  (23-10-17). 

 

In the project area we did project improvements from 2015 onwards in three phases: in 2016 in 

Mamboleo (which was originally planned to be done in 2015), in 2016 in Goka, Nkelei and 

Karumele, and in 2017 in Emao. The first 4 villages are done, and the improvements in Emao will 

be ready by end of December 2017. In the total COWSO area of the 5 villages there is a 

difference in interests which splits the 5 villages in two groups:  

 The 3 villages at the start of the gravity system. These are: 

 Goka 

 Emao 

 Nkelei 

 The 2 villages at the end of the gravity system. These are: 

 Mamboleo 

 Karumele 
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Supply-wise Goka functions on its own, it fully depends on the 6 inch mainline constructed in ’78-’79. 

It does not get water from the new source constructed by Chamavita in 2013. In case there is a little 

surplus of water from this 6 inch pipe it comes into the big store reservoir in Emao and is supplied to 

the other 4 villages. The other 4 villages depend almost for 100% on the new source and feeding line 

made in 2013. 

 

Project site visit:  

We visited newly constructed DP´s in Mamboleo, also the renovated reservoir of 45 m3 and a new 

reservoir for Karumele supply of 25 m3. Already on this place we noticed a certain mistrust between 

the representatives of the different villages. Mistrust is about whether the other village might get 

more than we, that is an important concern! After that we went to two different main gate valve 

boxes where the water is divided amongst three different villages, also at this place we heared 

mistrust discussions. 

 

Arriving at the very big store reservoir (225 m3) in between Goka and Emao, the divison/supply 

discussion became stronger and louder. From the Goka water users in this discussion it became clear 

that there is no understanding towards the interest of the water users living lower in the gravity 

system. Conclusion: there is on the moment no good consensus to come to a better cooperation. 

Especially the village Goka remains on the position that they have more rights than the other 4. 

 

Goka is also bitter because the water quantity for their share, through the old 6 inch pipe, decreases. 

This might be because the intake is dirty, or the pipe itself, now having a lifetime of almost 40 years, 

can have rust inside, or locked dirt, or locked air etc. We did not touch this pipe line during the 

improvement works, because Goka is not willing to cooperate with the other 4 villages.  And Goka 

does not trust the Chamavita workers. 

 

COWSO meeting:  

In the meeting the number of participants was very small, maybe 20 in total. Mr Mussa the COWSO 

secretary from before, has probably organised a boycott from the water users living in Goka, Emao 

and Nkelei towards the interest of the other two villages. That problem was also present in  this 

meeting: from the 3 villages at the start of the gravity supply only 4 persons were present. The two 

Diwani´s (the chosen ward representatives) were present, the Mayor of Emao was also present. The 

chairman of ENGOMAKA COWSO is not strong, and he lives in Karumele, so he is taken less serious by 

the villages of Goka, Emao and Nkelei. Also in this meeting the conflict between the group of 3 and 

the group of 2 villages was clearly present. Under this chairman the atmosphere within ENGOMAKA 

and in the water users area in general will probably never improve.  

At the end of the meeting the two Diwanis stressed the importance of starting the new election 

procedure for a new COWSO. May be that can help. 
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10   Lukozi project visit. (24-10-17) 

Before we went to this field visit, we got a report from what has be done from 01-01-2017 up to  

01-09-2017 by the newly elected COWSO. We found this report of really impressive quality, for a 

village organisation! Is it really true? 

It seems to be true, they showed several reparation works and improvements: 

 All private connections are paying their water now, the total number is nearing 300 in 

the total supply area. 

 In this period the total income is almost 9,000,000 Tshs. 

 The improvement works realized costed 8,600,000 Tshs, so the COWSO used its income 

money. 

 From water users we heared that many DPs have water again, also the ones on more far 

located difficult positions. 

 The outlet of Kibohero intake is cleaned, so the water quantity coming to Hambalawei is 

more than double, 

 The Kwekangaga intake (a dam) is made 80 cm. higher, so the water store improved. 

Before this work one cleaned the intake. 

 The few private connections which were refusing to pay, are after a warning 

disconnected. That was announced in a one month notice. 

 When all the DPs are improved, probably from 01-01-2018 onwards, the water revenues 

will be collected from all DPs. 

 The village plumbers are now always paid, on base of the work they do. So no fixed 

contract, but all on base of hours worked. 

 The small project Kwekangaga within this COWSO, improved very much. 

 The COWSO also has plans for improvement in the two other small projects: 

o Mbughui Juu 

o Mgwashi Juu 

 The 4th small project Mavumo, is a bit out of control of the COWSO. The Lutheran Pastor 

plays a difficult role in the O&M process.  The investment money for this project is 

donated by the Minden Lutheran church in Germany, and the pastor finds that as a base 

to think it is ´his project´.  

  

What are the reasons behind this unexpected positive change and improvement of the Lukozi 

COWSO? 

The disappointment of the water supply slowly going backwards, started up a discussion in 2016 in 

several villages of the COWSO area. And this is probably the main reason that new good willing 

people presented themselves for the last re-election procedure of the COWSO. 
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                                         The Lukozi COWSO Board and project technicians in front of their office at the village center. 

 

 

 

 

11           Chamavita board meeting (25-10-2017). 

 

The agenda of this Meeting: 

A) Findings of the Mission 

i. Chamavita 

ii. The O&M situation in the existing projects 

iii. TARUWAS 

B) SPOT Tanzania 

C) Proposal for Stakeholders forum at District level 

D) Calabash tanks for rainwater catchment (Tenki Vibuyu) 

E) Workshop on sustainability of Rural Water Supply Tanzania, on initiative of Dr. S. Mgana. 

 

Ad A i) Chamavita.  

The Mission noticed a hard working Chamavita, in which the staff is dedicated and cooperating very 

well to get the work done! Mwanjela is very much respected in the project villages. That is also clear 

in the relation Mwanjela has with the actual COWSO  in Lukozi. The executed projects and the one in 

execution are of good quality. John as interim of TARUWAS, is also cooperating very well with the 

complete staff of Chamavita, and the same the other way around.  
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Despite various problems as TARUWAS, the delay in report writing, the late requests for money 

transfer, we realise and praise the positive points : 

 The steady continuation of the work with perseverance 

 Step by step that is the style of the work. 

 Once Kinko will be completed, the whole area in between Lukozi and Kwemakame will have 

water constructed by Chamavita. That means approximately 80,000 water users. Chamavita 

can be very proud on such an achievement! 

 Chamavita is praised and well known. 

 Chamavita is known as good and reliable by the villagers and the village leaders 

 Chamavita is  known as good and reliable by the Lushoto and Korogwe District leaders. 

 

Ad A ii) the O&M status, in the different villages with W/S systems. 

i) Mazinde – Ngua is on the way. Has collected the requested contribution for the 

improvements necessary after the flood destructions. The revenue collection level is 

now about 45%. This level can be improved when the two hamlets join the 

payments. The COWSO needs more perseverance and decisiveness! The Mayor of 

the village is weak, so another authority should be used to come to a good 

agreement within the total village for water payment. The COWSO should insist to 

get the support from the Diwani that he promised. 

ii) Milemileni. The revenue collection level is now almost 50%.  It is agreed that at 01-

01-2018 it should be 80% and on 01-06-2018, 100%. The difficulty in Milemileni is the 

Lushoto town part, named Kipembe. It has many private connections and is not 

ready to pay for water. It is agreed that this COWSO will cooperate with the town 

water supply to get to know which connection is from Town and which one is from 

Milemileni supply. 

iii) Kireti. When we arrive for the COWSO meeting, this COWSO is one day old. It has 8 

members, from which 4 were in the interim COWSO and 4 are new. The meeting is 

leaded by two Mayors, 1 from Nkundei and 1 from Kigumbe. The COWSO itself does 

not have initiative, it reacts on external questions. So it is not clear how the COWSO  

will manage the O&M. The chairman of the COWSO says at the end of the meeting 

that they want to cooperate with TARUWAS. In November 2017 a seminar will be 

organised by TARUWAS for the new COWSO Board. 

iv) Maringo Juu. This newly elected COWSO shows self confidence. Strong COWSO 

chairman, many women present in the meeting. In November 2017 a seminar will be 

organised by TARUWAS. 

v) Kwai-Kwemakame. On saturday the 21st of October Kees had a one hour meeting in 

Lushoto with the Mayor of Kwemakame. Since 8 months a new COWSO is elected, 

the quarrel between Kwai and Kwemakame villages is solved. In the COWSO is an 

equal representation from both villages. The revenue collection level is now about 

80%, that means in Kwemakame it is almost 100%, and in Kwai it is around 60%. 

Kwai-Kwemakame is not participating in TARUWAS. But the COWSO is ready for a 

proposal from TARUWAS side. No payments to TARUWAS beforehand. 

vi) Rangwi. There are now no water revenue collection actions, in the past the private 

connections in Emao paid, and small repairs happened. The differences of opinion/ 
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interest between the 2 village groups (Goka, Emao and Nkelei as opposed to  

Mamboleo and Karumele) are probably bigger than before. ENGOMAKA, the 

COWSO, should be re-elected, because the sitting board is much older than 3 years. 

How long can this situation continue?  Proposal: Leave the necessary COWSO 

election to the District Office of Community Affairs and to the District Registration 

Office. In case they succeed in getting a new COWSO, Chamavita and or TARUWAS 

can react on eventual COWSO’s questions.  This difficult situation can also bring a 

solution in case well willing people are fed up with the blocking of O&M and can get 

grip on it (see Lukozi). 

vii) Lukozi. Without any support from outside, the new COWSO is functioning well in 

management and in technical repairs and improvements. For the private connections 

an almost 100% payment coverage. As soon as the DP´s are functioning a water 

revenue collection will be introduced for the DPs. All in all it seems a miracle that 

Lukozi COWSO changed so all of a sudden from extremely bad to extremely good. 

May be this can also happen in Rangwi. 

viii) Kinko. The meeting is very well attended, at least 150 up to 200 persons were 

present. The construction has started well. The total project is divided in 3 parts, 

Kinko A, B, and C. It is planned that at the end of Kinko A (in May 2018) 10 DP´s will 

supply water. In this project meeting we agreed that the water should be paid from 

the first bucket. Motto: From the 1st bucket one should pay! After the 1st supplied 

bucket the construction for completion will continue for another 2 years. So the 

interim COWSO should organise a bank account to save this money. Or should find 

another legal way to save the money.  Chamavita/TARUWAS  should pay attention to 

get this well organised. We should not make the Kireti mistake: i.e. a partly non 

water payment during the interim COWSO. 

ix) Overall. It is worthwhile to use the good name and influence of Chamavita and 

TARUWAS to speed up the process for the official elected COWSO. Only then the 

rules, under which the bank account can be opened will become clear.  

 

Ad A iii) TARUWAS 

a. The objectives from the years 2012-2013 are not achieved, the organisation has 

developed in a completely different way. Results in the O&M of the projects (within 

TARUWAS) are below the expectations. 

b. In practice John, the interim manager reacted well on these unexpected developments. 

c. Support of John to the member COWSO´s is important. In advices, confidence and 

leadership aspects. 

d. TARUWAS Board is not yet strong. 

e. But what has been achieved is worth to continue and see how it will develop. One year 

of extra finance guarantee will be proposed to SPOTT, in decreasing percentages: 

 Up to 01-07-2018 for 100% by SPOTT 

 From 01-07 up to 01-10-2018, 50% by the member COWSO´s and 50% by SPOTT 

 From 01-10 up to 31-12-2018, 75% by the member COWSO´s and 25% by SPOTT 

 From 01-01-2019 onwards 100% by the member COWSO´s. 
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f. The remaining part of 2017 should be used to get clear how to continue in the new set-

up of TARUWAS, i.e. low budget style and to give service on request. Payment should be 

on the service delivered. 

g. At present the O&M structure is the best in two projects which do not function in 

TARUWAS. How do we get them on board. In our view there is an interest from both 

sides: 

 For TARUWAS  the member COWSO´s  the experience of Lukozi and Kwai-

Kwemakame could well be used. 

 For Lukozi, Kwai-Kwemakame it could be very useful to have an umbrella 

organisation in which difficulties and experiences can be exchanged. 

 

 

Ad B) SPOT TANZANIA 

We, the SPOTT mission members, explained the actual income position SPOTT has. Up to the 

year 2016 – 2017 we always had an income a small bit higher than the presented budget of 

that year. The most important donor, SAS from Amsterdam guaranteed us 55% from the 

budget for a period of 4 years. That has changed from 2017 onwards. SAS stopped and SPOTT 

has no fixed donation contracts anymore. And the contribution of SAS was really big. 

However fortunately SPOTT has several donors which are ready to support on a year basis. 

For the year 2017 – 2018 SPOTT got about 70% of the requested budget, the rest is from the 

reserves. We have a reserve to continue this for about 2 years. 

In this line we explained the new Wild Geese policy: Change the Game. That is to get donor 

support within the local countries themselves. Wild Geese promised to organise a training/ 

workshop for Tanzanian NGO´s in December 2018. The Chamavita reaction on that was really 

positive. 

 

Ad C ) Stakeholders forum on District Level. 

See the page added by Mwanjela to our ToR for the mission of October 2017. To strengthen the 

position of Chamavita and TARUWAS this forum is very important, according to the opinion of 

Chamavita.  In a later stage during the meetings of DSM, it became clear that this forum can be 

used as the start for the workshop on Sustainability of Rural Water Supply in Tanzania.  Problem 

is: the financing of this workshop. Is the DWE ready to do this? 

 

Ad D ) Calabash Tanks (in Swahili Vibuyu tanks).  

Up to now 1 pilot tank is constructed in Milemileni, it is planned to construct 3 more on the 50-

50% base in Milemileni. In Mazinde Ngua 1 pilot and 3 on 50-50% base. All organised by 

TARUWAS. Chamavita will construct 1 pilot in Lukozi and 3 on 50-50% in Lukozi and its 

surroundings. The financial procedures are explained once more. The request and interest of the 

population seems to be big. The price now is 578,000 Tshs, in Euro´s about 250,--. For many 

families these costs are affordable. It is good when the remaining 11 tanks of the 1st planning are 

constructed before 01-02-2018. After submitting a report about this, there is a good chance to 

get another 10 tanks financed on a 50-50% basis from the same donor. 
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                                                                                                                   First demonstration tank constructed in Milemeleni 

 

 

Ad  E ) The Sustainability of Rural Water Supply in Tanzania. The planned workshop on initiative of 

Dr. Mgana in DSM. 

This subject is shortly discussed as last agenda subject on Wednesday the 25th in Lushoto. For the 

rest it is the subject in the meetings of Friday the 27th in DSM. 

 

 

 

 

The meetings in DSM. 

 

Thursday the 26th of October at 16.30 hours we met Dr. Mgana at his office on the Ardhi 

University. He made an appointment with: 

 

 The Wizara ya Maji, the Ministry of Water the Rural Water Department, the Assistant 

Director Mrs. Catherine Gossi and 2 Engineers of this department having Community 

Development tasks. 

 GIZ Germany, Senior Advisor, Mr. Fred Lerise. 

 

a. The Rural Water Department is in principal positive to the idea to exchange 

experiences in the O&M, but they stress that we should not only discuss negative 

stories. Positive examples should also be mentioned: the cluster of 22 COWSO´s    
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in Karatu district, the Trust in Siha-Hai, Kiliwater in Rombo, etc. Eng. David 

emphasized the importance of the `COWSO training Manual`. At the end 

Mrs.Catharine doesn’t  want to do the workshop directly or only under the 

responsibility of her department. Although the COWSOs do the water 

maintenance, juridically the COWSOs are under the responsibility of the Ministry of 

Local Government. So according to her this Ministry should take the lead in this 

discussion. 

 

b. Ad: GIZ Germany. Mr. Lerise is franc and open. COWSO structure has no real 

future, it can only be considered as an interim structure. We have to use it now 

because there is no juridical alternative. Every time it becomes clear that eventual 

successes are temporary. Karatu cluster is down because the Karatu town is split 

off by the reason it is not any longer rural supply. Kiliwater is in big quarrel around 

the right to get the shares etc. 

 

c. Final decision taken in the meeting with Dr. Lerise and Dr. Mgana. What is the 

best/right way to start the discussion for the workshop  Sustainability of Rural 

Water Supply in Tanzania? Decided that Mwanjela will start up this discussion 

(with the already written note from Mgana) with the DWE of Lushoto. The DWE will 

be proposed to inform the district Local Government department. May be the start 

of the discussion, will happen within the idea of the Stakeholders Forum as 

described before, somewhere in January 2018. 

 

 

 
                                                                                                               Women at the village meeting in Maringo Juu B & C. 
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Comparing the state of maintenance between February 2016 and October 2017    

 

The focus of this mission was on the functioning of Taruwas in its role as a support service to 

COWSOs in their responsibility for O&M. Improvement in the state of O&M is obviously the ultimate 

goal.  

The developments (positive or negative; with or without support of Taruwas) in the different villages 

can be seen in the table below. 

 

The writings on top reflect the situation as it was observed during the SPOTT mission in February 

2016 by Joost van Buuren and Kees Kempenaar. The observations of this mission, October 2017, are 

added below, in italic and underlined. 

 

Aspects / 

                  Villages 

Milemileni Mazinde Ngua Kireti Kwai - 

Kwemakame 

Lukozi Rangwi Maringo 
Juu B&C 

Technical status Poor 

Reasonable 

Reasonable 

Reasonable 

(except for 

damage at 

intake) 

Good 

Good 

 

Poor 

Reasonable 

Poor 

Reasonable 

Poor 

Reasonable 

 
 
Good 

Administrative 

Unity 

Doubtful 

Good 

Good 

Good 

Good 

Reasonable 

 

Poor 

Good 

Poor 

Very good 

Poor 

Very poor 

 
 
Good 

Advance payment 

to TT 

Yes 

 

100 % 

Yes 

 

90% 

Probably 

later 

Probably 

soon 

 

No 

 

No 

No 

 

No 

Small part 

 

30% 

 
 
 
Probably 
soon 

Cowso Support for 

TARUWAS 

Doubtful 

Very good 

Good 

Very good 

Good 

Reasonable 

Weak 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

 
 
Reasonable 

Water fee Private 

Connections 

1000/m 

Planning for 

payment 

acc. to 

meter. 

Present flat 

rate? 

1000/m 

5000/m 

N.A. 

No Private 

connections 

 Not paying 

No Private 

connections 

except Catholic 

Mission and 

Health Centre 

Not all pay, 

rate: > 

15,000 /m 

(see p 26) 

2500/m 

 

Unclear 

Unclear 

 
 
No private 
connections 
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Water fee 

Distribution Points 

500/m 

2000/m 

500/m 

2000/m 

2000/m 

2000/m 

1000/m 

1000/m 

None 

Still to be 

agreed upon 

200/m 

Unclear 

 
 
Still to be 
agreed 
upon 

Functioning fee 

collection 

Some 

45% 

Some 

50% 

Yes 

Decreased 

whilst 

waiting for 

official 

COWSO 

election 

In Kwem. Yes, 

not in Kwai 

100 % in 

Kwemakame 

60% in Kwai 

Yes at some 

PC, not at DP 

Fully at all 

PC’s 

Planning to 

start at DPs 

Some 

Unclear 

 

 
 
Not yet 
started  

 

 

The total number of water users in all the constructed projects in Lushoto and Korogwe 

districts  are about 102,000 people. Only 6,000 out of these belong to communities that 

are now a member of TARUWAS.  

From the new projects Kireti and Maringo Juu B&C we expect 5,000 to be serviced by 

Taruwas within 3 months.  

In the near future we do not expect good developments in Rangwi and Mkuzi-Migambo. 

These cover in total 24,000 water users.  

The good thing is that outside TARUWAS O&M is well developed for 67,000 water users. 

(namely in Kwai-Kwemakame and Lukozi). That is a great achievement: approximately 

65% of all water users get good O&M at present.  

Therefore  it seems worthwile for Chamavita and TARUWAS to continue to develop  good 

relationships with these two COWSOs, Lukozi and Kwai-Kwemakame, and stimulate them 

to share their experiences with other COWSOs  
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ANNEX 1 – Terms of Reference  

Period proposal for the mission:  

 Arrival in Lushoto the 14th of October 2017 

 Departure Lushoto to Dar es Salaam 25 or 26th of October (together with M. Hande 

Mwanjela and Mr. John Nshunju) 

 Departure from DSM to the Netherlands 28th of October  

SPOTT members for this mission: Els de With and Kees Kempenaar. 
 

a) Introduction 
The regular payment of water is seen as a precondition for sustainable maintenance of water 

services infrastructure. The collected revenues in the Usambara Mts area will be used to run the 

O&M (Operation and Maintenance), carry out repairs and build a fund for future rehabilitation. The 

TARUWAS  Trust, formed in 2013 and 2014, envisaged to take the necessary measures to commence 

regular collection of water fees and to execute the necessary O&M by July 2014. However, these 

tasks have not been realized in more than three years from now, despite the efforts of Mr. John 

Nshunju and the TARUWAS Board. The  reasons for these shortcomings are difficult to define. There 

is apparently a lack of a leading and well organized structure in the project/village areas and a lack of 

support among (some of) the involved stakeholders. This could be due to: 

 The difficulty for a village structure to organize a permanent payment structure for a public 

service as water supply is. 

 The lack of notion/knowledge about the necessity of O&M. 

 No real ownership feeling in the village(s)/COWSOs. 

 Mistrust among households and their representatives towards collective organizations (like 

TARUWAS). 

 The policy that water should be for free, which was strongly expressed by the government in 

the sixties and seventies. 

 The expectation that donor money will continue to come. 

The absence of tangible progress with fee collection and O&M, has led to a declining motivation on 

the side of SPOTT to continue the sponsoring of new water service systems in the Usambara Mts. 

The sponsoring in the framework of the one year plan 2017 for Kinko A will be completed, but it is 

not sure that it will continue (for Kinko B and C, that means up to 2019) if no concrete steps towards 

payment of water fees are taken. In March 2016 the SPOTT Board developed a judgement tool for 

the functioning of the COWSOs and their cooperation with TARUWAS. This tool is agreed by 

Chamavita and TARUWAS and will be used in evaluations of the functioning of TARUWAS. 

 The mission takes place at a  moment that water fee payment and a functioning O&M is not really 

developed, not even in one COWSO area.  So concrete steps cannot be postponed any longer 

without jeopardizing the entire cooperation of SPOTT with Chamavita, TARUWAS and the COWSOs. 

SPOTT hopes that partners continue to build on previous efforts, but self-sufficiency with regard to 

system maintenance is a prerequisite. The focus of the mission is on what COWSOs are doing to 

achieve collection of water fees for sustainable operation and maintenance of their water service 

systems.  
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b) Aims of the mission 
The principal aim of the mission is having identified COWSOs that are willing to cooperate ( old 

projects Milemileni, Mazinde Ngua and newly constructed projects Kireti, Maringo Juu and Kinko A), 

the solutions they propose, further support they need and the ways this support could be organized. 

In this the judgement tool will be used. The mission is solution focused. It is necessary to have paid 

attention to the most important bottlenecks in the process, to have given room to stakeholders to 

clarify their positions (SPOTT, Taruwas, Chamavita and the various COWSOs, local government) and 

have pointed out ways forward. If possible, an appropriate explanation of the lack of willingness to 

participate either on the side of households or the COWSOs should have been defined. 

In addition the mission aims to have analysed and discussed with Chamavita, TARUWAS Board, and 

related stakeholders the following issues:  

1. The judgement tool with its indicators has now been applied one time (on the 31st of July 

2017) on all the 5 “old” projects:  

a. Milemileni 

b. Mazinde Ngua 

c. Rangwi 

d. Lukozi 

e. Kwemakame 

The mission, Chamavita and  TARAWAS should evaluate the results of this judgement. 

2. This judgement tool should be applied again on the 30th of September 2017 for the 3 before 

mentioned projects under a, b and c. And later evaluated by the mission, TARUWAS and 

Chamavita. 

3. The judgement tool should in the same period also be applied for the newly constructed 

projects: Kireti and Maringo Juu. 

4. Assessment of  judgement tool results, with the coalition of the willing projects together with 

TARUWAS and Chamavita. Coalition of the willing could be: 

a. Milemileni 

b. Mazinde Ngua 

c. Possibly Rangwi (difference in position towards TARUWAS from the different villages, 

Mamboleo and Karumele on the willing side and Goka, Emao and Nkelei on the non-

willing side). 

d. The newly constructed projects as 

 Kireti (in 2014 and ’15) 

 Maringo Juu (2016) 

 Kinko A (2017) 

5. Assess the willingness of Kireti and Maringo Juu project to join/cooperate in the TARUWAS 

Board. 

6. The project under construction in Kinko A (2017). How are they motivated for TARUWAS?  

7. Should we continue with Kinko B (2018) and C (2019)? Is it useful to assure water payment 

(“no payment - no water” policy) for the projects of 2018 and 2019. If so, is a Susteq pilot (to 

assure the water payment) feasible in the actual COWSO ownership of the project. 

8. To explore/investigate and exchange views about new conditions for continuation of SPOTTs 

collaboration after 2017 in the water supply sector with Chamavita.   
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9. The mission propose to discuss the situation in the projects which do not belong to the 

coalition of the willing: 

 Lukozi (villages: Lukozi, Mgwashi, Maringo, Malindi, Ndabwa, Viti, Hambalawei, Mavumo, 

Kwekangaga and separate Mbughui Juu and Mgwashi Juu). 

 Kwai-Kwemakame. 

 And eventually Rangwi (villages: Goka, Emau, Nkelei, Mamboleo and Karumele). 

It is not planned to meet the COWSOs of these projects and or to visit them unless for a 

very good reason, depending on the advice of Chamavita and TARUWAS. 

10.  Future Cooperation SPOTT  Chamavita and TARUWAS 

  The SPOTT board will determine its future policy on the basis of the mission’s outcomes. In 

view of this decision of the SPOTT Board the mission wants to exchange views and explore 

the following: 

 Do we execute Kinko B and C in 2018 and 2019, so that the total village of Kinko has 

water supply? 

 Is it good to intensify the rainwater catchment tank construction? Is in private 

ownership. 

 Is sanitation a possibility? Also in private ownership 
 

c) Activities during mission in Lushoto 

 
i) Two Chamavita Board meetings 

Discussion of Chamavita’s and SPOTT’s present position and mission  plans (start) and findings 

(end) regarding TARUWAS, payment of water and the O&M.  Future projects: Kinko B and C. 

ii) Meeting with TARUWAS  Board 

Evaluation of TARUWAS progress during 2016 and 2017. Steps forward.  

iii) Field visits to review projects Milemileni and Mazinde Ngua, meeting with their COWSOs 

and village councils. Analysis of present situation and the issue of fee collection. Important to 

know: are these two COWSO’s really willing and able to organize the revenue collection and 

cooperate with TARUWAS (during 4 years already they are saying yes, but in reality it appears 

that almost nothing important happened). 

iv) Field visits to newly constructed projects Kireti and Maringo Juu, meeting with their 

COWSOs and village councils. Analysis of the willingness to continue with water revenue 

collection and cooperation with TARUWAS. 

 

v) Field visits to discuss project under construction in Kinko A  meeting with village councils 

Topics: fulfillment of conditions for starting system construction (local money contribution in 

cash and/or voluntary work, fee collection for the consumed water, O&M obligation, 

membership TARUWAS Trust).  
 

vi) Joint meeting with COWSOs of  Milemileni, Mazinde Ngua, Kireti and Maringo Juu (and 

related stakeholders), about their achievements in fee collection and regular O&M. 
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vii) Meetings with local government at district and ward level, all on Chamavita and 

TARUWAS advice:  

 DED (District Executive Director) 

 District Water Engineer’s Office 

 District Planning Office 

 Kata (Ward) Offices, the Ward Secretaries 

 Diwani (from the involved Wards), the District Parliament Members 

Aim: get information about their views on the local O&M situation and explain SPOTT position. 
 

viii) During visits to COWSO areas the mission will try to discuss with: 

 the village governments, the hamlet committees, all water board and water committee 

structures, 

 Village fundi’s 

 DP caretakers 

 Mosque authorities, Imams, etc. 

 Church boards, the Priests and Pastors, etc. 
 

 

d) Activities of the Mission in Dar es Salaam. 

 Workshop on O&M structure for rural water supply in Tanzania at the National level. 

At present the owner of the water system in rural Tanzania is the involved COWSO. Is there a 

possibility to change the ownership to entities like TARUWAS? In order  to get more 

management power within TARUWAS towards the COWSO.   

Since February  2016 SPOTT has made contact with Mr Mgana (Dean of the Ardhi University in 

DSM) to discuss this topic. He is busy to organise a workshop with important stakeholders on 

Tanzanian National level. The mission (SPOTT) proposes to visit Mr. Mgana at the end of the 

mission period in cooperation with Mr. John Nhsunju from Taruwas and Mr. Mwanjela from 

Chamavita.  In cooperation with Mr. Mgana it will be decided which other 

organisations/experts involved in the preparation of the workshop are useful to be contacted 

in DSM  .  Also discuss with them the possibility to invite them for a visit to 

TARUWAS/Chamavita in Lushoto. 

 

Leimuiden, 9th  of September 2017.  
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ANNEX 2 - SPOT-Tanzania Mission Timetable 

No. Date  Scheme Activities 

 16.10.2017 Morning 

 Immigration office 

 DED office 
Afternoon 

 Milemileni COWSO, village leadership and 
other stakeholders 

 Cooperation with TARUWAS 

 Any problems operating  the scheme 

 Proposed solutions 

 Further support required 

 How such support be organised 

 17.10.2017 Morning 

 DED (Korogwe) 
Afternoon 

 Mazinde-Ngua COWSO, village leadership 
and other stakeholders 

 Cooperation with TARUWAS 

 Any problems operating  the scheme 

 Proposed solutions 

 Further support required 

 How such support will be organised 

 18.10.2017 Morning 
Visit Kireti scheme 
Afternoon 
Kireti Board, village leaders and other stakeholders 

 Cooperation with TARUWAS 

 Any problems operating  the scheme 

 Proposed solutions 

 Further support required 

 How such support will be organised 

 19.10.2017 Morning 
Visit Maringo Juu B & C  
Afternoon 
Maringo Juu B & C Board, village leadership and 
other  stakeholders 

 The sponsoring in the framework of the one year  
2016 for Maringo Juu B & C which has just been 
completed , but we are nt sure that we will 
continue for Maringo Juu A,  that means in the 
coming years if no concrete steps towards 
payment of water fees are taken for Maringo 
Juu B & C 

 20.10.2017 Morning 
Visit Kinko A project under construction 
Afternoon 
Villager leadership and other stakeholders 

 The sponsoring in the framework of the one year 
plan 2017 for Kinko A will be completed, but it is 
not sure that it will continue (for Kinko B and C, 
that means up to 2019) if no concrete steps 
towards payment of water fees are taken 
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 21.10.2017 Morning 
TARUWAS Board 
 
Afternoon 
 
Chamavita Board 

 Discussion on  the situation in the projects which 
do not belong to the coalition of the willing: 
Lukozi, Rangwi and Kwemakame 

 Should SPOTT continue support Kinko B (2018) 
and C (2019)? 

 new conditions for continuation of SPOTTs 
collaboration after 2017 in the water supply 
sector with Chamavita 

 22.10.2017   

 23.10.2017 Morning   

 Visit Rangwi scheme 
Afternoon   

 Rangwi COWSO, village leadership and 
other stakeholders 

 The difficulty for a village structure to organize a 

permanent payment structure for a public 

service as water supply is. 

 The lack of notion/knowledge about the 

necessity of O&M. 

 No real ownership feeling in the 

village(s)/COWSOs. 

 Mistrust among households and their 

representatives towards collective organizations 

(like TARUWAS). 

 The policy that water should be for free, which 

was strongly expressed by the government in 

the sixties and seventies. 

 The expectation that donor money will continue 

to come. 

 24.10.2017 Morning  The difficulty for a village structure to organize a 
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Visit Lukozi scheme 
Afternoon 
Lukozi COWSO, village leadership and other 
stakeholders 

permanent payment structure for a public 

service as water supply is. 

 The lack of notion/knowledge about the 

necessity of O&M. 

 No real ownership feeling in the 

village(s)/COWSOs. 

 Mistrust among households and their 

representatives towards collective organizations 

(like TARUWAS). 

 The policy that water should be for free, which 

was strongly expressed by the government in 

the sixties and seventies. 

 The expectation that donor money will continue 

to come. 

 25.10.2017 Chamavita Board  Should SPOTT continue support Kinko B (2018) 
and C (2019)? 

 new conditions for continuation of SPOTTs 

 26.10.2017 Travel To Dar  

 27.10.2017  in Dar  Chamavita, Taruwas and Mission 
Meet Dr. Mgana 

 28.10.2017 Mission    
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ANNEX 3 – Proposal  for a Stakeholders meeting at district level 

Besides all the above views / comments Chamavita is planning to take the flowing initiative: 

1. Organise a water stakeholders forum to discuss the water situation in the projects in which Chamavita 

has had its involvement in their development: These projects are: Lukozi, Rangwi, Kwemakame, 

Milemileni. These meetings will take place two times a year: June and December. Here Chamavita 

intends to present what is the situation on the ground in the schemes: That is the functionality of the 

schemes – paying for water, collection of water fees, functioning of the board, involvement of the 

fundis, general O & M, collections management, report preparation, planning, etc. Any challenges 

facing individual scheme. The present activities / plans  of Chamavita, challenges encountered. The 

forum will discuss and suggests any way forward. 

2. If, this initiative will pay positive result the forum will be extended to other project(implemented by 

other development partners)  in the district. 

3. The prospective stakeholders are: 

From the schemes: 

a. COWSO leadership 

b. Village leaders (Chair and VEO) 

c. Faith-based leaders 

d. Institution leaders (Dispensary, School, etc) 

e. Political Party leaders 

f. Councillors (Diwani) 

g. Ward Executive Officers (WEO) 

District level 

h. Member of Parliament 

i. DED, DCDO, DWE, COWSO Registrar, District Council lawyer 

j. DC 

4. If this works out well it will broaden stakeholders to involve others from schemes outsides 
the district to gain their experience. 

The bottom line is where to get funds to realize this 

 

 

Mwanjela, H.D  

 


